“Bouveret’s syndrome” presenting with acute pancreatitis a very rare and challenging variant of gallstone ileus
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**Abstract**

**Introduction:** Bouveret's syndrome is a rare variant of gallstone ileus and describes gastric outlet obstruction secondary to an impacted stone in the duodenum. Its presentation is vague and clinical diagnosis is often difficult resulting in a delay in diagnosis.

**Presentation of case:** We report a patient who presented initially with non-specific symptoms and subsequently with features in keeping with acute pancreatitis, but eventually was found to have Bouveret's syndrome.

**Discussion:** Different treatment strategies are discussed. Although endoscopic treatment combined with many newer modalities like lithotripsy have been tried, surgery remains the definitive management in the vast majority of cases.

**Conclusion:** Bouveret’s syndrome is a rare condition, can also present as pancreatitis and often difficult to diagnose initially, but with appropriate treatment has a good outcome.

© 2013 Surgical Associates Ltd. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.

1. Introduction

Gallstone ileus is a rare cause of small bowel obstruction (SBO), representing 1–4% of all SBO.1,2 Bouveret's syndrome is a rare subcategory of gallstone ileus where a gallstone lodges itself into the duodenum and causes gastric outlet obstruction. It constitutes 2–3% of all gallstone related obstructions in the alimentary tract.3

2. Presentation of case

A 64 year old man was admitted with a week's history of nausea, and epigastric discomfort. His vital signs, clinical examination, and blood tests were unremarkable. He was treated conservatively for gastritis and was discharged home with arrangements for an outpatient oesophagogastrroduodenoscopy (OGD).

He was re-admitted two weeks later with similar symptoms. On this admission, he also reported weight loss of about 10 kilograms and difficulty in tolerating oral intake. His abdomen was soft with mild tenderness in the epigastrium but with no peritoneal signs. His bloods revealed a WCC of 20.0 g/dL (normal 4–13). His amylase which was 73 units/L during his earlier admission had risen to 716 units/L (normal 0–90). His plain abdominal film showed calcified density in the right upper quadrant (Fig. 1). He was treated conservatively for acute pancreatitis and a CT was requested. This revealed a calcified intra-luminal abnormality in the second part of the duodenum (Figs. 2 and 3) with a dilated fluid filled proximal duodenum and stomach. The gallbladder was not visualised (patient had not had a previous cholecystectomy). He underwent an emergency OGD. At OGD a large gallstone was visualised in the second part of duodenum. It occupied more than 90% of the lumen and was impacted, hence endoscopic retrieval was not possible (Fig. 4). A midline laparotomy was therefore performed. Duodenum was kocherised and a longitudinal duodenotomy in the second part was made and the stone measuring about 7 cm × 3 cm, was removed (Fig. 5). No attempt was made to divide the adhesions
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Fig. 2. CT scan showing a well defined, calcified and intra-luminal abnormality at the junction of the second and third part of the duodenum (axial section).

Fig. 3. CT scan showing a well defined, calcified and intra-luminal abnormality at the junction of the second and third part of the duodenum (coronal section).

Fig. 4. Photograph of endoscopic view of gallstone at the junction of second and third parts of duodenum.

Fig. 5. Photograph of the gallstone that was removed measuring 7 cm × 3 cm.

3. Discussion

SBO secondary to gallstone ileus, although rare, is well recognised. Duodenal obstruction from gallstones (Bouveret’s syndrome) presents with non-specific symptoms.\(^4\) Due to its rarity, the diagnosis and management remains challenging. The classical triad of distended stomach, pneumobilia and ectopic radio-opaque gallstone on plain radiograph (Rigler’s triad) is seen in only a third of cases. CT, Ultrasound and endoscopy have been helpful diagnostic tools but in most cases, diagnosis is done only at laparotomy.\(^4\)–\(^6\) Furthermore, to our knowledge there are only 2 reported cases in the literature where Bouveret’s syndrome had presented with acute pancreatitis.\(^2\)–\(^3\) We believe this patient developed pancreatitis because the large size of the stone almost blocked the lumen of the second part of the duodenum and closed the ampullary outlet causing pancreatic duct obstruction, a mechanism similar to acute pancreatitis secondary to gallstones impacted at the ampulla. However it is interesting to note that his liver function tests were normal. One possible explanation for this would be a slight movement of the stone within the duodenal lumen allowing for drainage of bile on an intermittent fashion (a ball-valve type effect). His pancreatitis settled soon after the stone was extracted with no early or delayed complications.

in the right upper quadrant to visualise the gallbladder or the cholecystoduodenal fistula. The duodenum was closed in 2 layers with 2/0 polydioxanone sutures. His post-operative recovery was uneventful and he was entirely asymptomatic when reviewed in clinic 2 months later.
Endoscopic retrieval of stone from duodenum is generally accepted as first line treatment, though seldom successful.\(^5\,^9\) Other methods of stone destruction such as Intracorporeal Laser Lithotripsy (ILL),\(^11\) Extracorporeal Shockwave Lithotripsy (ESWL)\(^12\) or Intracorporeal Electrohydraulic Lithotripsy (IEHL)\(^13\) have all been used with limited success, however face the risk of causing a distal gallstone ileus secondary to smaller fragments.\(^10\,^14\)

Surgery remains the definitive management in most cases, however there is much debate regarding operative management as to whether a one stage procedure with enterolithotomy, cholecystectomy and closure of fistula is superior to enterolitheotomy alone. Some report a lower morbidity and mortality with a one stage procedure\(^1\) whereas others advocate enterolithotomy alone.\(^15\) It must be noted however that most of the evidence is based upon distal gallstone ileus and therefore may not apply directly to proximal obstruction such as Bouveret’s syndrome.\(^16\) We felt that further dissection in the right upper quadrant to visualise the gallbladder or the fistulous tract would risk vascular or biliary injuries and so performed only an enterolithotomy.

4. Conclusion

Bouveret’s syndrome is a rare variant of gallstone ileus and its presentation as pancreatitis is an interesting feature. Non-specific clinical presentation of this syndrome makes diagnosis difficult, however when the diagnosis is made and appropriate treatment instituted, the final outcome is satisfactory.
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